Defining uncertainty in publicly available high-throughput screening data from the ToxCast program
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Abstract
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ToxCast data pipeline (tcpl [1]) is currently applied to >1000 assay endpoints to
enable first tier data processing of heterogeneous data types obtained from high-throughput screening for bioactivity. One result of
this initial analysis is generation of activity concentration information, including the 50% activity concentration (AC50) for each
chemical sample-assay endpoint pair for which the data can be fit to a curve. As with any curve-fitting exercise, there are multiple
sources of potential variability in these AC50 values, resulting from biological variance, experimental error, or curve-fitting
procedures. The primary objectives of this work were to: (1) implement a recently developed bootstrap resampling method,
available as the toxboot R package, for generation of uncertainty information related to the AC50 values generated using tcpl; (2)
to develop a new level of tcpl to house a summary of these uncertainty information to inform filtering or modeling of ToxCast data;
and, (3) derive general trends in the uncertainty information to develop a greater understanding of the data currently in the
ToxCast database, invitrodb. Briefly, toxboot uses a smooth nonparametric bootstrap resampling to add random normally
distributed noise to give a resampled set of concentration-response values. The resampled data is fit to the three ToxCast models
and repeated 1000 times before it is stored in a Mongo database including over 50 variables relating to the model fitting
parameters. The resulting data were used to generate point estimates, winning model, and hit call for each of the 1000 resamples.
Various summary statistics such as hit percent, median AC50, AC50 confidence interval, etc. were generated based on the
toxboot resampling. Hit percent, i.e. the probability that based on the set of resampled data there would be a positive hit-call, may
be a useful value for predictive modeling in place of binary hit-call; 78% of the positive hit-calls in invitrodb corresponded to a hit
percentage ≥ 90 and the median AC50 confidence interval width was 0.368 log10 micromolar units. The AC50 median and
confidence interval may be useful values for quantifying AC50 variability. Application of toxboot to ToxCast data provides a
statistically robust means of estimating the uncertainty in AC50 values and evaluating the reproducibility of curve fits from the
ToxCast pipeline. This abstract does not necessarily reflect U.S. EPA policy.

Toxboot builds uncertainty quantification into the
ToxCast Pipeline
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Figure 3A and B: resampling illustration and implementation of toxboot data
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Losing model
AC50 (gnls)

Example illustration of 1000 resamples for a given curve:
blue curve fits used a gain-loss function and red curve
fits used a Hill fit (from tcpl).

E) 16: hit-calls that would get
changed after doing the small
N correction to the aic values

The same plot from Panel A is shown as a tcpl
level 4 plot with the added AC50 95%
confidence interval width added to summarize
the toxboot uncertainty estimation.

78% of the positive hit-calls in invitrodb
corresponded to a hit percentage ≥ 90.
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Figure 4A and B: Example illustrations of toxboot results.

C) 12: Look for inactives
with borderline activity
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F) 11: Look for actives
with borderline activity
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Toxboot implementation for 2.2 million curves

Figure 1: Fitc relative distribution in invitrodb_v2.

D) 6: Look for single point hits
with activity only at the highest
concentration tested

Potentially more informative because
the binary hit-call is susceptible to both
false positive and false negative
results.

Figure 5A and B: Hit percent vs. caution flags
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These 15 flag patterns cover over 95%
of the different types of flag patterns in
ToxCast.

B

Curves with multiple
flags have a wide
range
of
hit
percentages

Median AC50 Confidence Interval

Figure 2A-F: Examples of specific caution flags.
B) 8: Look for inactives with
multiple medians above
baseline

Hit percent = Number of positive hitcalls out of the total number of
resamples.
o Level 5 tcpl processing was
completed for each of the 1000
resamples curve
o Hit-call can be determined for
each of the resamples.
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AC50 95%
confidence
Interval

Goal: further identify series that have potential for false positive or
false negative results.

A) 10: Look for noisy curves,
relative to the assay

B
Winning model
AC50 (hill)

TCPL level 6: Caution Flags

Goal: categorize curves into the fit categories (fitc)
to enable faster quality control checking and
identification of potential false positives.
Some categories are more likely to have a higher
level of uncertainty associated with the curve fit
and/or the hit-call.

•

Toxboot (R package available on CRAN [2]) uses smooth nonparametric bootstrapping, a statistical method
that uses resampling and added noise (mean zero, standard deviation equal to the median absolute deviation
of the response at the lowest concentrations) to determine uncertainty in a series.
As hit-calls are binary (positive or negative), they are susceptible to variability and uncertainty in curve-fitting.
If following resampling with added random, normally-distributed noise to the series, similar curve-fits and hitcalls are produced, one could be more confident in the results.

Current ToxCast Pipeline (tcpl) curve classification
TCPL level 5: Fit Categories

Hit Percent: A non-binary hit-call determination

•
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Stored Parameter

Description

Hit_pct

Hit Percentage

Modl_ga_min,
Modl_ga_max,
Modl_ga_delta

Lower, upper, and width of
the AC50 confidence interval

Modl_ga_med

Median AC50 calculated from
bootstrapping

Modl_gw_med

Median hill coefficient
calculated from
bootstrapping

Challenge 1: Computational time. With 2.2 million concentration response series in invitrodb_v2, it would
take years on a single core machine to process 1000 resamples per curve.
Solution 1: Parallel processing. By scaling the processing up to run on a server with ~200 cores, we could
reduce the amount of time to bootstrap the entire set of data to < 3 weeks.
Challenge 2: Data size. For 2.2. million curves in invitrodb_v2, Toxboot results are ~ 1 Terabyte in size.
Solution 2: Use a NoSQL type database such as MongoDB.
Challenge 3: Key parameters to store. Each of the resampled series could be processed similarly to the level
5 processing done in tcpl. This includes determining the wining model, hit-call determination, calculating pointof-departure estimates, and fit category selection.
Solution 3: Separate database resources. All resampled data are stored in MongoDB, and summary
parameters (Figure 4B) are stored back to a new level 7 table in invitrodb (pre-release).

From the same 1000 resamples Figure 6A and B: Median AC50 CI and reproducibility of AC50
that the hit percent was
B
A
generated from, the level 5 tcpl
processing can generate an
AC50 (or AC10, AC20, AUC etc.)
and generate a 95% confidence
interval.
Median AC50 value can be
calculated, and the combination
of these statistics may be useful
for quantifying AC50 variability.
Median confidence interval (CI) width
varied from .185 to .918 Log10(µM) by
vendor
(as
a
surrogate
for Median AC50 largely correlated
technology).
Larger
CI
width with AC50 from tcpl, but with
notable outliers.
corresponds to less certain fits.

Conclusions
•
•
•
•

The advantage of Toxboot is the ability to use statistical methods to better characterize the uncertainty
and reproducibility of curves.
Continuous variables such as hit percentage, and an ac50 confidence interval, allow for more fine-grained
examination of the certainty in curve-fitting.
By implementing Toxboot across all curves in the publicly available high-throughput screening data from
the ToxCast program, an additional resource for uncertainty quantification is available for others to use.
In the future, Toxboot summary statistics, fit categories, and flags could be used as features in a machine
learning model used to predict goodness of fit for curves in the database.
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